Supporting Online Material 1. The relation between the diffraction limit and the imaginary part of the Green's function The origin of the diffraction limit, and the way to overcome it, can be completely revisited using the time-reversal concept. In any case (homogeneous or heterogeneous), the time-reversed wave which spatially converges to its source is immediately followed by a diverging wave due to energy flux conservation. Assuming a non-dissipative medium, a point-like source at r 0 and a quasimonochromatic wavefield of angular frequency ω, the converging wave at point r is the advanced (or anticausal) Green function G -(r,r 0 ;ω) while the diverging wave is the retarded (or causal Green's function) multiplied by -1, i.e., ) ; ,
(the '-' comes from the π dephasing at the focusing point). The focusing spot is thus given by the imaginary part of the retarded Green's function (S1).
In the particular case of a purely homogeneous propagation medium, the converging wave at wavenumber k is given by . As it has been shown, if an active source placed at the focusing point transmits a diverging wave opposite in phase with the one created by time-reversal, only the converging wave remains and the diffraction limit can be overcome (S2). This device acts as an acoustic sink that absorbs the TR wave. One severe drawback for applications is the need to use an active source at the focusing point to exactly cancel the usual diverging wave created during the focusing process.
As the focusing spot is also proportional to the imaginary part of the Green's function in the case of any heterogeneous non-dissipative medium, another more interesting and general approach consists in surrounding the focusing point by a microstructured medium with typical length scales well below the wavelength, e.g., putting some strong scatterers in the near-field of the source. In this case, the microstructured medium completely modifies the spatial dependence of the imaginary part of the Green's function that now oscillates on scales smaller than the wavelength. This is exactly the idea we exploit to create focal spots much smaller than the wavelength.
Description of the electromagnetic time-reversal mirror (TRM)
The experimental setup for time reversal of electromagnetic waves is depicted in Fig. S1 .
It is controlled by a central computer. On the transmit side, a two-channel generator (Tektronix AWG520) feeds a wideband 150-MHz bandwidth IQ modulator (RFMD2480) to produce an electromagnetic pulse centered at 2.45 GHz. As to the receive side, a very high bandwidth scope (Tektronix TDS6604), with a sampling rate of 20 GS/s, is used to record directly the RF signal.
In addition, a pair of eight-channel switches is used, one to emulate an eight-channel TRM, the other one to emulate a eight-channel receiver.
The time-reversal operation consists in three steps:
• First, a 10-ns long 2.45 GHz RF pulse e(t) is synthesised thanks to the IQ modulator feeded by the 2-channel generator and sent by antenna #j of the micro-structured array and the field h(r j ,r i ;t) is recorded at antenna #i of the TRM. • In the second step, the signals h(r j ,r i ;t) are flipped in time. The I and Q components of h(r j ,r i ;t) are extracted numerically using a standard demodulation technique.
• In a third step, after a down conversion from 20 GS/s to 1 GS/s (i.e, the 2-channel generator sampling rate), the I and Q signals are loaded into the 2-channel generator of which the outputs are used to modulate the carrier at 2.45 GHz. The resulting signal is sent back by antenna #i. Using the switch, the signals are successively received at the eight antennas of the receiving array and stored in the computer.
An equivalent way (used in our experiment) to perform the first step is to record the response h(r i ,r j ;t) at antenna #j of the micro-structured array when the pulse e(t) is sent from antenna #i of the TRM. Thanks to the reciprocity theorem, h(r i ,r j ;t)= h(r j ,r i ;t). Doing this way is advantageous because only one RF-generator (for the TRM) and one RF-receiver (for the microstructured array) are needed.
To emulate a N-channel TRM, this operation is repeated for the N antennas of the transmitting array and the corresponding signals received at each antenna of the receving array are summed to produce the signal that would be produced by a N-channel TRM.
In practise, two normalisations are actually performed: one after the signals have been flipped in time (step 1 of the time-reversal process), the other after reception at the microstructured array (step 3 of the time-reversal process). This procedure is needed to compensate for the differences in the sensitiviy of the microstrutured antennas forming the receiving array as explained in the next part.
Sensitivity compensation between antennas in the microstructured antenna array
The antennas of the microstructured array exhibit strong sensitivity fluctuations. There are at least two reasons for that. First, there may be a slight mismatch between the antenna heights.
Second, the radiation mechanism of these antennas is sensitive to the positions of the copper wires around them. Indeed, the radiation is mainly due to conversion of evanescent components into propagative ones. Consequently, the field transmitted by one antenna is very dependent on its distance from the wire scatterers around it.
To correct for these sensitivity fluctuations, we apply a compensation factor for each antenna of the microstructured array. To that goal, before the time-reversal experiment itself, all the responses h(r i ,r j ;t) are recorded. Then the factor α j for antenna #j is calculated as:
During the first step of the time-reversal process, the sensitivity mismatch on the transmit side is compensated for by sending e(t)/α j instead of e(t) by antenna #j of the sub-wavelength array.
During the third step of the time-reversal process, the signals recorded at each antenna #j of the microstructured array are divided by α j to compensate for the sensitivity mismatch on receive side.
Thanks to this normalisation procedure, the refocused pulses have an amplitude about unity (Fig. 2) . 
